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In just two years, MAKE has rapidly become one of the hottest new magazines to hit the
newsstands. Often coined the bible of the Tech DIY movement, the MAKE team has
passionately pursued its stated goal: to unite, inspire, inform and entertain a growing
community of imaginative and resourceful people who pursue amazing projects in their
backyards, basements, garages and even modified kitchen counter labs - tech enthusiasts,
backyard scientists, hobbyists, renegade crafters, hackers, students and backyard inventors and
dreamers of all ages. Their vision:To spread the knowledge, skills and clever workarounds of
innovative Makers across the DIY marketplace to aspiring makers, students of all ages and
educators;To grow the Worlds largest Science Club around the Makers Brand; a constellation
of communities that nurture, support and inspire scientific and technological exploration,
learning and mentoring for people of all ages, ethnicities, gender and cultural background.To
inspire and re-engage youth from all walks of life in the joys of science, engineering,
technology and the arts.Through the brilliantly written and beautifully illustrated magazine,
podcasts and makezine.com website, the MAKE team has won broad acclaim for their clear
yet down-to-earth coverage and uncanny instinct for what moves Makers, and their ability to
nail the curiosity, vibrance, and passion of the rapidly emerging tech DIY movement. In this
special re-release, all 4 volumes of MAKEs second year are combined in this special
4-Volume Collectors Set.Believe it or not, the following is mere sampling of the projects and
articles youll find in MAKE: The Next YearMAKE: Vol.05It Came From My GarageModel
kit makers bring B-movie monsters to your home. Calculate This!MAKE looks at slide rules.
Jackhammer HeadphonesAnd a discourse on blind men, chipmunks, whales, and the future.
Electric AvenueThe street-legal electric car of the future is coming--not from Japan or
Detroit--but from your neighbors garage. Dive, Darn It, Dive!Its a matter of sink and swim at
the 8th international autonomous underwater vehicle competition. Backyard Zip LineBe the hit
of the neighborhood with a high-flying, tree-to-tree transporter. Soda Bottle Rocket by Steve
LodefinkYou dont have to be Burt Rutan to start your own rocket program. With a few empty
soda bottles and some PVC pipe, you can build a high-performance water rocket. Wind
Powered Generator by Abe and Josie ConnallyWith a motor and some piping, its suprisingly
easy to build this inexpensive, efficient windmill generator--and enjoy free energy forever.
The Jam Jar JetDont think you can build a jet engine at home? Heres a simple jet engine--a
pulsejet--that you can make out of a jam jar in an afternoon. All it takes is bending some wire
and punching a few holes. The Quick and Dirty: Holes, Rivets, and Bent Metal by Mister
JalopyLearn three essential shop fabrication techniques and reward yourself by making a wi-fi
signal deflector. Sneaky Uses for Everyday ThingsTurn a remote control car into an alarm
system. Olde-School BookbindingPages last longer, lie flatter, and look better inside a
handsome, durable hardcover. Out Damned Spot!The chemistry of stain removal. Pump Down
the VolumeFive simple steps to a quieter PC. Geared UpUse a gunbelt and leg holster to hold
your gear. Boost Your SignalImproving MyFi XM satellite radio reception. The World As
Your CanvasUse GPS to create giant-sized works of art. Circuit Quiz GameTeach kids about
circuitry in 30 minutes. iSight Tripod MountPoint your webcam anywhere you want. The
Fauxlance PhotographerHow to get VIP treatment by dressing the part of a pro photographer.
Ten Dollar PseudoscopeSee everything inside out through this classic optical instrument.
Citizen Weather StationCollect meteorological data on your roof and donate it to science.
Launching LightPortable, collapsible model rocket launch pad. Firefly MeterBioluminescence
detector lights way toward insect-cyborg pollution sensor. Legal And Free Digital Satellite
TVUse a long-obsolete Primestar dish to pull in a wide world of programming. Digital TV On
The CheapYou can get many of the benefits of Digital TV (DTV) for as little as 20 bucks, if
youre willing to do a little tinkering. Full Mast ReceptionBuild your own satellite dish mast in
three easy steps. Dumpster CornucopiaReusing components from discarded electronics.
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Theory & Practice: IR Remote Control Protocol by Bunnie HuangGet an infrared remote to
turn your room lights on and off. Sensor InterfacesHow circuits communicate with the outside
world. Computers in the MachineEmulation software gives you free, zero-footprint, vintage
computers. Digital Video Production: Create Explosive VisualsReal movie explosions are
dangerous, expensive, and usually unnecessary. MAKE VOL.06Tones Dem Tones, Damn
RingtonesShouldnt people make their own ringtones, not buy them? Ship of CardsPopular
card games become an exercise in miniature construction. Space CasesThe balloon men at
NASAs Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Totch Browns Pit Pan Gator BoatStart your boat-building
hobby by building this one. A Beginners Guide to BEAM bThe BEAM design approach
creates nimble robots from simple components, with no programming required.
PanzeroidsBecome a desktop general with these battlin bot tanks. Bots in a SnapThe nuts and
bolts of Lego robot design. Cogs and CocktailsMeet the drink-serving, drunk-driving droids at
Roboexotica. The Vex Robotics Design SystemVersatile, powerful design raises the bot in
prefab robotics construction kits. Mini Mars RoverA wireless remote control camera on
wheels. Hot Air by Mister Jalopy in The Quick and DirtyBuild a do-everything manifold to
control, dry, route, and use compressed air. Two BEAMbots: Trimet and SolarrollerSolder
together one simple circuit and use it to control two very different solar-powered robo-critters:
a little satellite that scoots and bumps around, and a mini cart that just keeps a-rolling until the
sun goes down. Soccer-Playing RobotMake an autonomous robot that can chase a ping-pong
ball, push it into a goal, and take other programmable actions. When youre finished, youll
have a few more wrinkles in your brain and no more fears of robot attacks. Building
Tensegrity ModelsMake a needle tower sculpture from dowels and elastic cord that seems to
defy the laws of physics. LED ThrowiesMake and toss a bunch of these inexpensive little
lights to add color to any ferromagnetic surface in your neighborhood. Its Email
TimeInnocent-looking clock monitors the unread-message pileup in your inbox. Rumble
MouseFor FPS gaming, a cellphone vibrator gives a kick to your clicks. Video
PodcastingProducing TV shows on the cheap. Da Xerox CodeHow to read the tracking dots in
your color Xerox printer. Let There Be (Front) LightAdd an LED front light to your Game
Boy Advance for $5. Sticky FingersModifying tech for pre-mouse toddlers. Homecasting
Digital MusicGood old FM beats wi-fi for sending streamed music around your house.
Born-Again BoomboxesUp from the ghetto blaster, a new life as a functional-art stereo
component. Run, Lala, RunA rodent-powered nightlight. Spider RifleHumane,
compressed-air-powered bug trapper. 3D PhotographyTaking stereographs is easier and more
fun than ever. Macro Photography On a BudgetPringles-can lens extender produces dazzling
ultra close-ups for peanuts. $130 Digital Picture FrameBuild one in 15 minutes. The Secrets of
Monitoring Atmospheric HazeMake a measuring instrument with an old video case and $20
worth of parts. RFID for Makers by Joe GrandBuild this kit to read radio frequency ID tags.
The MAKE ControllerAnnouncing a just-maybe-revolutionary microcontroller for all things
DIY. MakeShift by Lee D. ZlotoffThe creator of MacGyver challenges you to survive an
earthquake, a flood, and a hungover neighbor. Roomba Tronic by Phillip TorroneTake a tour
into the underground robotic relentlessness of Roomba hacks, robots in the streets of Austin,
and robot cockfighting. Off-the-Shelf Parts, Off-the-Wall Ideas by George DysonLooking for
the dawn of the digital universe? Check in the basement, next to the lavatory. My Version of
Einsteins AmplifierTyler Rourke tells how he built a replica of a hi-fi system built by Jack
Rosenberg for Albert Einsteins 70th birthday gift. MAKE: VOL.07Penny-Powered LEDPower
an LED with some salty water and $1.21. Shopping Cart Chair by Tim Anderson in Heirloom
TechnologyTurn a shopping cart into a comfortable and stylish wheelchair. Digi-Comp
ReduxA maker in the middle recreates a kit classic. Magnetic Switches from Everyday
ThingsControl many devices from afar with the magnetically sensitive Sneaky Switch.
Arduino FeverThe tale of a cute, blue microcontroller that fits nicely in the palm of your hand,
and the expanding community of developers who love and support it. Life and Death at Low
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Temperatures bHow to freeze and revive a garden snail. A Sublime MachineMike Wilder
makes Lego robots for time-lapse 3D videos of carnivorous plants. Kitchen Counter DNA
LabExtract, purify, and experiment with the blueprint of life. Home Molecular
GeneticsExtract, fingerprint, and replicate your own DNA. Hack Your Plants!Play God in
your garden--create custom fruits, flowers, veggies, and more. Rocket-Launched
CamcorderHack a $30, single-use camcorder to make it reusable, then launch it up in a model
rocket and capture thrilling astronauts view footage of high-speed neighborhood escape and
re-entry. The Two-Can Stirling Engine bThe Stirling engine has long captivated inventors and
dreamers. Here are complete plans for building and operating a two-cylinder model that runs
on almost any high-temperature heat source. Home Mycology LabUse an off-the-shelf home
air purifier to make a laminar flow hood for your own miniature mycology lab. Then use it to
culture and grow mushrooms, and to perform other experiments that require a clean-room
environment. Head-Mounted Water CannonUse steel fire-extinguisher power to pummel
plastic squirt toys. Weatherproof Wi-Fi Access Point bOutdoor router with minimal coaxial
run maximizes network range. Convertible Jockey BoxPortable cooler taps and dispenses
ice-cold beer from both kegs and mini-kegs. Beepkiller: Parental RevengeThree ways to
silence annoying toys. iPod Video Converter CableAn easier way to watch iPod video on your
TV. Automate Your Voicemail GreetingProgram Asterisk to daily update your outgoing
message in your own voice. USB-Powered Fan12 easy steps to a cooler you. Thumb LifeUSB
keydrive lets you listen to, read, and play what you want on any machine. El Cheapo
CantennaMountain Grown coffee can makes homegrown wi-fi range extender. Backup Power
To Go9V battery USB-compatible charger juices up portables in a pinch. Palm Pilot
NotebookModified hardback book contains extra-powered PDA and travel keyboard. Scribbler
BotHomemade two-axis plotter finds work as a cariacature artist. How to Drink Beer on
C-SPANPut yourself into somebody elses video. Monster MIDI DetectorHeres an
easy-to-build MIDI detector packaged in a small Japanese action figure. Duct Tape and
CyclotronsIncredible machines at thte Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. MakeShift by
Lee D. ZlotoffThe creator of MacGyver challenges you to save a man stuck in a fissure filled
with toxic gas. Digital SpelunkingUnearthing ancient Apple II files on AOL. Strange Love by
George DysonOr, how they learned to start worrying and love to hate the bomb. My
Robosapien in a CanHigh-Flying Video from Rocket-Launched CamcorderMAKE
Vol.08Custom Travel-Game ModMake a travel edition of your favorite, and otherwise
housebound, board game. Heavy LiftingPlacing huge towers up a mountain is just the start to
reaching Troy Caldwells ski-resort-on-a-budget dream.Charlie Asquiths Jet DoryCharlie is 78
years old and hed been fishing for mullet in Hawks Nest, Australia, for over 60 years.
Homebrew MagnetometerBuild a torsion balance to measure tiny changes in thet Earths
magnetic field. Shaker Flashlight Power SourcePowering small electronics with your
muscles.Homebrew Game DesignTurning wacky ideas into fun board games. The Secret
History of MYSTCo-creator Robyn Miller reveals why it became the best-selling adventure
game of all time. 1966: A Big Year for GamesAn afternoon with Ralph Baer, the Father of
Video Games. Photos from the InsideToys sent through the X-ray machine give new insights.
PinballRestoring a crusty, beat up Cyclone and going inside the electromechanical
underground. Chris Wares ACME PapercraftComics you can build! Tabletop TerrainsThats no
pile of trash; its my asteroid mining colony! Making Your Own Video GameMicrosofts XNA
Game Studio Express opens up game development. Pummer, Dude!Part robotic plant life, part
techno-sculpture, these desktop toys are easy and fun to make. Roachball Goes Open SourceIn
this fast-paced lunch-hour sport, changing the rules is part of the game.Building an
OrnithopterFor millennia, men and women have studied birds, bats, and beetles, observing and
experimenting, attempting to determine what humans must do to fly by flapping. Killing
TimeHack a retro gaming light gun with some tilt switches to control a vintage digital clock
radio. After the alarm wakes you up, you can grab the gun and kill it off. Isnt that what youve
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always dreamed of doing? Coffee RoasterLots of folks think that quaffing a cup of coffee from
boutique beans comes close to nirvana, but roasting your own beans will bring you even
closer. Thats why I call this roaster the Nirvana Machine. Streamerator 2000This favorite
stage prop launches streams of toilet paper into mid-air, or can completely mummify someone
in the front row.TV-to-Synth InterfaceTriggering sound from video images. Worlds Loudest
iPodiBump crossover lets you crank it up without distortion. Project RedsharkTurn your Xbox
into a mobile media monstrocity. My Love Affair with LEDsBuild a bright, low-powered desk
lampTV SpinnerMotorized lazy Susan aims the screen where its needed. Smart
HVACEnergy-efficient A/C knows when youre in the roomMIDI Controller MonkeyA/V
monkeyshines with flex sensors and a MIDIsense boardClean Out a DishwasherSalvaging
components from unwanted appliances.How Not to Make a How-To VideoIgnore these handy
rules and your instructional video will turn out great! Van TV bBig sights and sounds hit the
streets. Quick and Dirty Light TableA storage bin, a pane of glass, and fluorescent light saves
hundreds of dollarsMoldmaking by Adam SavageHow the pros replicate objectsGaming on
the EDSAC and PDP-1From the earliest computers came the first computer gamesBlast from
the Past: The 1948 Union Hardware CatalogOld catalog provides a glipmse of how modern
civilization was built wiithout laser levels or pneumatic nail gunsPaper Water BomberWinged
origami missile with front-load tank delivers wet payload
The Hardy Boys #16: Shhhhhh! (Hardy Boys Graphic Novels), Bemessung und Bewehrung
von Stahlbetonbauteilen mit Hilfe von Fachwerkmodellen (German Edition), Lamu, The
Christmas Kitten, World Settlements (Engage Literacy: Engage Literacy Grey), Debating CEO
duality within the company, Caribbean Primary Maths Level 2B Pupil Book, Isadora, addio!
(Italian Edition), Internal strategic success factors for technology Joint Ventures: A research in
high-technology Joint Ventures in Tongzhou city, China, A School Map (Engage Literacy:
Engage Literacy Green),
MAKE Magazine: The Second Year: 4 Volume Collectors Set: O Looking for the perfect
gift for the holidays for your favorite craft lover? We are so excited to bring Make: Magazine
latest magazine cover, subscribe here . Youll get all 4 Volumes of CRAFTs first year
combined in a special edition boxed collectors set. This is also Make: CRAFT - The 2nd Year
Box Set. CRAFT: The First Year Box Set, Vol 1-4 Make: - Makezine In all there are
about 300 books, and I have been able to make an alphabical listing. . Book collectors often
look for volumes in pristine (or as near pristine as possible) condition. I bought it about tweny
years ago fom an old man that had a n antique The second set is a semi-hard cover using silk.
Craft: The 2nd Year: 5-8: : Carla Sinclair, Tina Bleach (Japanese: ????, Hepburn: Burichi)
is a Japanese manga series written and Bleach was serialized in the Japanese manga magazine
Weekly Shonen Jump which has released several volumes of the manga each year since 2004,
to sacrifice the souls of the living to create a key to the Soul Kings Palace for Black Belt Google Books Result For the defunct British magazine, see Stamp Collecting (magazine). Le
Philateliste by Francois Barraud (1929). Stamp collecting is the collecting of postage stamps
and related objects. It is related to philately Stamp collecting proved to be an almost perfect
hobby for collectors because there was a never ending stream of Billboard - Google Books
Result Find great deals for Make Magazine: The Second Year: 4 Volume Collectors Set by
Mark Frauenfelder (Paperback / softback, 2002). Shop with confidence on Stamp collecting Wikipedia Item may show signs of shelf wear. Pages may include limited notes and
highlighting. Includes supplemental or companion materials if applicable. Access codes
Make Magazine: The Fifth Year - OReilly Media Shop from the worlds largest selection
and best deals for Magazine Back Issues. 2008 Full Year set of Playboy Magazines with
Collector Box. Full set of 12, MAKE Magazine: The Second Year: 4 Volume Collectors
Set: Mark In this special limited re-release, all 4 volumes of CRAFTs 2nd year are combined
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in a Special Edition Boxed Collectors Set with slip case. CRAFT Shes married to Mark
Frauenfelder, editor-in-chief of MAKE magazine and co-editor of A Guide to Selling
National Geographic Magazines eBay Grab a copy of BLOCK by Missouri Star Quilt, a
quilt magazine we design and write the patterns, then make the quilts out of new fabric with
stories and guides to go Lots of photos, ideas for projects, and patterns, all written out, 10 of
them, BLOCK Magazine Winter 2017 - Vol. MSQC 2016 BLOCK Collectors Box Set. Print
The Scots Magazine and Edinburgh Literary Miscellany ESPN Films 30 for 30 Limited
Edition Collector Set, includes the complete Time Magazine applauds this thrilling collection
and The Los Angeles Times calls .. ESPN Films 30 for 30: Five-Year Anniversary Collection
BD [Blu-ray] Blu-ray ESPN 30 for 30 Gift Set Collection Season I-Volume II DVD Make
Money with Us. Selling Antique Books How to Determine Rare Book Values Pris: 418 kr.
inbunden, 2005. Annu ej utkommen. Kop boken Make Magazine: The First Year: 4 Volume
Collectors Set av Mark Frauenfelder, Mark Frauenfelder Make a Box Set for Your Favorite
Series — Home - Make Magazine Magazine Back Issues eBay In this special limited
re-release, all 4 volumes of CRAFTs 2nd year are combined in a Special Edition Boxed
Collectors Set with slip case. CRAFT Shes married to Mark Frauenfelder, editor-in-chief of
MAKE magazine and co-editor of Make: The First Year (4 vol. set): Mark Frauenfelder Make: The First Year (4 vol. set) [Mark Frauenfelder] on . *FREE* shipping on MAKE
Magazine: The Second Year: 4 Volume Collectors Set. MSQC BLOCK Quilt Magazine —
Missouri Star Quilt Co. Buy MAKE Magazine: The Second Year: 4 Volume Collectors Set:
5-8 by Mark Frauenfelder (ISBN: 9780596510190) from Amazons Book Store. Free UK
Craft: The 2nd Year: The 2nd Year: Transforming Traditional Crafts New York, NY
10017 HO-TAI ORIENTAL 4 N. Pennsylvania St. Indianapolis, IN 46204 KANGS OF THE
CROWD RAINBOW PERIODICALS Black Belt Magazine Two astounding volumes trace
the mysteries of ancient India, China, Japan, Egypt, Make a collectors set of your favorite
issues with customized binders Black Belt - Google Books Result MAKE Magazine: The
Second Year: 4 Volume Collectors Set [Mark Frauenfelder] on . *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. In just two years, MAKE Black Belt - Google Books Result Columbias
Thomas Goes Home With Warners Pokemon Make the right gold certification for a minimum
of 125,000 units or a dollar volume of $9 million at issue of Parents magazine, as well as
through links from the Random House The supplier will also put out a three-disc collectors
set, Fantasia Anthology, Make Magazine: The Second Year: 4 Volume Collectors Set by
In this special limited re-release, all 4 volumes of CRAFTs 2nd year are combined in a Special
Edition Boxed Collectors Set with slip case. CRAFT Shes married to Mark Frauenfelder,
editor-in-chief of MAKE magazine and co-editor of Hurray for Hollywood - Google Books
Result NAME OF THE GAME RAINBOW PERIODICALS Black Belt Magazine Karate
702 (23 x 29) YOURS FOR $1.95 SUBSCRIPTIONS: 1847 W. Empire Ave., Burbank, Two
astounding volumes trace the mysteries of ancient India, China, Japan, Egypt, Make a
collectors set of your favorite issues with customized binders. MAKE Magazine: The Second
Year: 4 Volume Collectors Set: 5-8 In this special re-release, all 4 volumes of MAKEs fifth
year are combined in this special of MAKEs fifth year are combined in this special 4-Volume
Collectors Set. Title: Make Magazine: The Fifth Year By: Mark Frauenfelder Publisher:
MAKE Magazine: The Second Year: 4 Volume Collectors Set: Mark 703 YOURS FOR
$1.95 (178/4 x 25) Two astounding volumes trace the mysteries of ancient India, China,
Japan, Egypt, Mexico, Peru, Greece two of BLACK BELT MAGAZINES most popular
covers. Make a collectors set of your favorite issues with customized binders. So youve been
in karate for three years now. Buy MAKE Magazine: The First Year: 4 Volume Collectors Set
by Mark Frauenfelder (ISBN: 9780596526771) from Amazons Book Store. Free UK delivery
on : ESPN 30 for 30 Collectors Set [Blu-ray]: Artist Not SETTING THE STAGE
Designer Todd Otterman blends Art Deco and It speaks volumes about a deep-seated love for
the era in which those stars shone. going in (and area congestion most likely going up), he
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decided to make a move. he spends the workweek in Manhattan and weekends at a I second
home in Black Belt - Google Books Result This is the book that has been talked and
whispered about for several years. notes and drawings and arrange them with the seven
volumes into a single, massive book. Now you can get the finest Ohara books in magazine
form at a low, low price. Make a collectors set of your favorite issues with customized
binders. Bleach (manga) - Wikipedia For the first time in print. This volume covers their
lives, concentrating on the deeds which eventually made them legends in their own times. The
Ohara Coupon on Page 81 YOU ARE WHAT YOU EAT RAINBOW PERIODICALS Black
Belt Magazine Make a collectors set of your favorite issues with customized binders.
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